
Chapter 6 – Take the Weight off Your Knees

nytime you reduce the weight on your knees, you slow down the normal wear-and- tear damage to 
your cartilage as well as lessen the resulting inflammation and pain. Here are a few ways to 

decrease the weight on your knees:
A
Ideal Weight

When you run, the force on your knee is 4 to 8 times your body weight. For example, if you weigh 
200 pounds, that’s up to 1600 pounds of force - that’s like having 800-pound gorillas strapped to your 
knees. If you lose 30 pounds, then every step you run is 240 pounds less pressure on your knees. Being 
at your ideal weight greatly reduces wear-and-tear on your damaged cartilage.

Cushion Your Knees

Proper shoes with a thick sole with a soft insert help absorb shock when you walk, stand or run. 
That reduces the pressure on your knees. The best shock-absorbing inserts are made from Sorbothane 
which mimics the fat pad in your heel.

If you are obliged to stand (repetitively or for a long time) on a hard floor like concrete, tile or even 
wood without padding, do place a carpet or mat under your feet. Even a small improvement like that will 
really help reduce the stress on your damaged knee cartilage.
 
Fix Your Feet – Save Your Knees

There are three main foot types:

• Normal - arch flexes slightly to absorb shock

• Overpronated - arch collapses with little shock absorption

• Supinated - arch rigid with no shock absorption

To figure out which foot type you are, your choices are a professional gait analysis or a dynamic foot 
scan. A word of caution here – how your arches look when you are standing still is not necessarily how 
they perform when walking or running. Standing foot scans are not as accurate as dynamic foot scans 
where you step on the pad in motion.

Always evaluate your feet in motion or you may be fooled and pick the wrong type. One foot may be 
different than the other.



Normal Feet 

Only about 14% of us have ‘normal’ feet. If that’s you, then all you need are good cushioning 
shoes and inserts.

Overpronated Feet 

 In fact, most people (85% of the population) suffer with collapsing arches. Their feet roll in with 
collapsed arches (called overpronation) when they walk. If your feet roll in excessively like that, the 
weight-load on your knees is being increased by up to 4 times.

Overpronation is usually controlled easily by a combination of proper footwear and orthotics – 
that’s specifically-designed shoes to properly support your arches and stop them from collapsing; if 
that’s not enough, then you need foot orthotics.

Foot orthotics, made of various materials, are arch supports that fit into the bottom of your shoes 
and prop up your arches so they don’t collapse. Orthotics can reduce pressure on your knees by up to 
half your body weight.

Warning: If you have arthritis on the inside of your knee (medial compartment arthritis, orthotics may  
increase your pain because they shift the load on your knee right onto that painful surface.

Try a pair. See if orthotics can help. Just make sure that you can get a refund before trying them 
out.
 
Supinated Feet

Only about 1% of people have feet with rigid high arches that are fixed and don’t absorb any 
shock. Instead when you take a step, the shock of a supinated foot hitting the ground is driven right up 
into your knees. The best solution for supinated feet is a soft cushy shoe (one instance where Nike Air 
Soles are quite good.)

If you try orthotics, they must be soft and non-corrective.

Footwear

Your selection depends on your type of foot. The best footwear is typically running shoes 
designed for your foot type. 



High-Quality Running Shoes

These also have thick soles. Several high-quality brands offer good shoes with shock absorption. 
Some of those include: 

 Asics
 Brooks
 New Balance
 Saucony

A word of caution – Nike’s Air Soles are best only for supinating feet, not for normal or overpronating 
ones.

Another Option - Barefoot Shoes 

A relatively new shoe with an excellent cushioning sole is MBT.  MBT shoes are designed to 
simulate barefoot walking. The uneven thick sole forces you to balance every step. Some people find 
that MBT shoes really help their knee and back pain while others notice no effect at all or their knee pain 
is worse. I tried them and felt no difference. If you are going to try these shoes, make sure you can 
return them, if they don’t help your pain.

Now that you are starting to take the weight off your knees, it’s time to 
strengthen them.
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